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In this unforgettable, gently humorous novel, New York Times bestselling, award-winning

author Gary D. Schmidt tells two poignant, linked stories: that of a grieving girl and a boy trying

to escape his violent past.Meryl Lee Kowalski is sent to a girls' boarding school in fall 1968 to

move on from her grief over a close friend's death. Matt Coffin is on the run from a criminal

gang, afraid that anyone he cares about is at risk. When their paths cross, the pair’s connection

begins to shape each of their lives. As their loneliness is gradually replaced by friendship,

Meryl Lee finds unexpected allies and a sense of purpose, while Matt finds a new family and

hope for the future.This riveting novel is Wednesday Wars author Gary D. Schmidt at his best,

weaving in powerful themes and raising tears and laughter in equal measure."Set in 1968, Just

Like That is part of an outstanding series that began with Newbery Honor recipient The

Wednesday Wars and continued in Okay for Now, a finalist for the National Book Award. While

each book can be read separately, overlapping characters and themes enrich each other in

understated and often profound ways." (BookPage starred review)

From School Library JournalGr 5–8—Schmidt's extended family of memorable characters

loses one but gains a few more in this masterful companion to The Wednesday Wars and

Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy. It's summer 1968, immediately after the end of

Wednesday Wars, and Meryl Lee Kowalski (described as having auburn hair and freckles) is

reeling from the shocking accidental death of Holling Hoodhood, the boy she's loved since the

third grade. Her parents send her to the prestigious St. Elene's Preparatory Academy for Girls

in Harpswell, ME, to help her come to terms with the loss. Also arriving in Harpswell is Matt

Coffin, a homeless white 13-year-old whose harrowing past keeps him on the run, with the

dream of safety and happiness always out of reach. Matt and Meryl Lee's lives intertwine with

the help of Dr. Nora MacKnockater, headmistress of St. Elene's. With wisdom and dry humor,

Dr. MacKnockater patiently helps both teens recognize their value and innate strength. The

novel shares the same setting as Lizzie Bright—Maine's rugged seacoast—as well as several

deftly placed supporting characters fans of Lizzie will appreciate. As Meryl Lee and Matt face

grave adult issues, Schmidt contrasts the worst of humanity with the affirmation that love and

hope can make the world a beautiful place. His language is honest and direct without

trivializing the seriousness of a character's experience. Meryl Lee realizes "life doesn't stop

even when horrible things happen." The novel closes with the tantalizing hint that the next

family story may come from Matt's missing past. VERDICT Schmidt effortlessly weaves

seemingly unrelated plot threads into a beautiful tapestry of heartbreak, courage, and humor.

An essential purchase for all middle grade collections.—Marybeth Kozikowski, Sachem P.L.,

Holbrook, NY --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All

rights reserved.OneIn June'the June before Meryl Lee Kowalski's eighth-grade year'she

watched the evening news reports from the Vietnam War. Twenty-three American soldiers in a

CH-46A Sea Knight had helicoptered in to evacuate Marines not far from Khe Sanh, South

Vietnam. Their helicopter was hit by enemy fire and went down. Half the men were killed. No

one who loved those Marines had a chance to say goodbye. Meryl Lee watched the story

with her hands up to her face. In July, Meryl Lee watched the evening news report about the

American Marines on Hill 689, who killed three hundred and fifty North Vietnamese soldiers.

They weren't going to leave the hill, they said, until every North Vietnamese soldier was



dead. They didn't. And no one who loved those soldiers had a chance to say

goodbye. Meryl Lee watched that story, crying. Then in August, Meryl Lee's best

friend'her very best friend who had once handed her a rose, who had danced with her at

Danny Hupfer's bar mitzvah, who had listened with her to the sound of a brand-new bottle of

Coke when you pry the lid off and it starts to fizz'her very best friend was sitting in the back of

his father's Mustang on the way to a movie, a stupid movie, a stupid stupid movie, when they

were rear-ended and Holling Hoodhood's head snapped back. Just like that. Meryl Lee

did not make it to Syosset Hospital in time to say goodbye. For Meryl Lee Kowalski,

everything in the world, absolutely everything in the world, became a Blank. The service

was at Saint Andrew Presbyterian Church. It was packed. Men in black suits, women in dark

dresses. Everyone from Camillo Junior High'the principal, Mrs. Sidman; Holling's teachers; his

friends Danny Hupfer and Mai Thi. Cross-country runners from Bethpage and Farmingdale and

Westbury and Wantagh, wearing their uniform shirts. Mr. Goldman from Goldman's Best

Bakery, sitting in the back, bawling. Mercutio Baker holding a new white perfect baseball he

had wanted to throw with the kid, and Lieutenant Tybalt Baker in his dress uniform. The priest

from Saint Adelbert's. The rabbi from Temple Beth-El. His seventh-grade teacher, Mrs.

Baker, spoke the eulogy, holding a single chrysanthemum. She did fine until she got to the end:

'Fear no more the heat o' th' sun," she said, 'Nor the furious winter's rages; / Thou thy worldly

task hast done, / Home art gone and . . .' She could not finish. She tried, but she could not

finish. She went back down to her seat. As she walked past the casket, she laid the

chrysanthemum oh so gently upon it. So the pallbearers came to take Holling, and his father

stood'they all stood'and when Holling passed him, his father put his hands on the casket and

began to howl. Horrible, horrible hollow howls that could not be stopped, because there was no

comfort. The pallbearers stood still. They waited a long time. Even through the Blank,

Meryl Lee heard the howls. She thought she would hear them the rest of her life. She

thought they would echo in the place where her heart had been, forever. She did not go to

the graveside. She could not go to bear those last words, to bear that thud of earth, to see

Holling . . . She could not go. Her parents drove her home. In the next weeks, Danny

Hupfer and Mai Thi came over, and Mrs. Baker, and some of the other teachers from Camillo

Junior High, and even Mr. Goldman, but Meryl Lee did not leave the house much that whole

month. Everything she saw was without Holling, and the howls echoed in her empty chest. She

could not go onto his block, she could not pass that Woolworth's and its lunch counter where

they had had a Coke, she could not walk down Lee Avenue, and she could not could not could

not go near Camillo Junior High. She could not. Because if she did, then the Blank would

change. It would become a hole, a dizzying white hole, and she would fall into it, and she would

be the empty hole where the howling echoes rolled around, and she had already come close,

very close, to falling in. So in September, her parents made phone calls to St. Elene's

Preparatory Academy for Girls. She would have a new start, her parents said. A whole new

routine, her parents said. She would meet so many new friends. She would become so

Accomplished. That's what the headmistress had promised. Meryl Lee would become so

Accomplished. And she had never before lived so close to the sea. The Maine ocean would be

beautiful, they said. And Meryl Lee knew that Holling Hoodhood had never been to the

coast of Maine. He had never been there. And nothing familiar would be in Maine. Not Lee

Avenue. Not Camillo Junior High. Not Goldman's Best Bakery. Not . . . anything. Maybe that was 

where she should go. Her mother packed her clothes for her. Her father packed some

books for her. They bought her St. Elene's regulation uniforms: six white shirts, three green

and gold plaid skirts, two green and gold sweaters, and two green blazers with the gold St.



Elene's cross insignia. They packed them all carefully into her suitcase. Then on the day,

they packed her into the car. On the ride up to St. Elene's Preparatory Academy, it rained all

across New York. And the whole way through Connecticut. And every mile of Massachusetts.

New Hampshire and southern Maine were nothing but gray drizzle. They stopped at a hotel

in Brunswick overnight, and it poured. The next morning, Meryl Lee leaned her head against

the hotel window and stared at the blurred world outside. None of them spoke.--This text

refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorGary D. Schmidt is the best-selling author of

Pay Attention, Carter Jones; Orbiting Jupiter; the Newbery Honor and Printz Honor book Lizzie

Bright and the Buckminster Boy; the Newbery Honor book The Wednesday Wars; and Okay for

Now. He is a professor of English at Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Michigan. hmhbooks.com/

schmidt --This text refers to the library edition.Review"Alternating between poignantm oments

of humor, melancholy, and occasional suspense, Schmidt sensitively explores the various ways

grief has of bringing people together." - Kirkus, STARRED review"An unforgettable story of

loss, healing, and finding one's way." -Booklist, STARRED review--This text refers to the library

edition.Read more
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For David and Taylor,with a father’s love

Summer 1968

OneIn June—the June before Meryl Lee Kowalski’s eighth-grade year—she watched the

evening news reports from the Vietnam War. Twenty-three American soldiers in a CH-46A Sea

Knight had helicoptered in to evacuate Marines not far from Khe Sanh, South Vietnam. Their

helicopter was hit by enemy fire and went down. Half the men were killed.No one who loved

those Marines had a chance to say goodbye.Meryl Lee watched the story with her hands up to

her face.In July, Meryl Lee watched the evening news report about the American Marines on

Hill 689, who killed three hundred and fifty North Vietnamese soldiers. They weren’t going to

leave the hill, they said, until every North Vietnamese soldier was dead.They didn’t.And no one

who loved those soldiers had a chance to say goodbye.Meryl Lee watched that story,

crying.Then in August, Meryl Lee’s best friend—her very best friend who had once handed her

a rose, who had danced with her at Danny Hupfer’s bar mitzvah, who had listened with her to

the sound of a brand-new bottle of Coke when you pry the lid off and it starts to fizz—her very

best friend was sitting in the back of his father’s Mustang on the way to a movie, a stupid

movie, a stupid stupid movie, when they were rear-ended and Holling Hoodhood’s head

snapped back.Just like that.Meryl Lee did not make it to Syosset Hospital in time to say

goodbye.For Meryl Lee Kowalski, everything in the world, absolutely everything in the world,

became a Blank.The service was at Saint Andrew Presbyterian Church. It was packed. Men in

black suits, women in dark dresses. Everyone from Camillo Junior High—the principal, Mrs.

Sidman; Holling’s teachers; his friends Danny Hupfer and Mai Thi. Cross-country runners from

Bethpage and Farmingdale and Westbury and Wantagh, wearing their uniform shirts. Mr.

Goldman from Goldman’s Best Bakery, sitting in the back, bawling. Mercutio Baker holding a

new white perfect baseball he had wanted to throw with the kid, and Lieutenant Tybalt Baker in

his dress uniform. The priest from Saint Adelbert’s. The rabbi from Temple Beth-El.His seventh-

grade teacher, Mrs. Baker, spoke the eulogy, holding a single chrysanthemum. She did fine

until she got to the end: “Fear no more the heat o’ th’ sun,” she said, “Nor the furious winter’s



rages; / Thou thy worldly task hast done, / Home art gone and . . .” She could not finish. She

tried, but she could not finish. She went back down to her seat. As she walked past the casket,

she laid the chrysanthemum oh so gently upon it.So the pallbearers came to take Holling, and

his father stood—they all stood—and when Holling passed him, his father put his hands on the

casket and began to howl. Horrible, horrible hollow howls that could not be stopped, because

there was no comfort.The pallbearers stood still. They waited a long time.Even through the

Blank, Meryl Lee heard the howls.She thought she would hear them the rest of her life.She

thought they would echo in the place where her heart had been, forever.She did not go to the

graveside. She could not go to bear those last words, to bear that thud of earth, to see

Holling . . .She could not go.Her parents drove her home.In the next weeks, Danny Hupfer and

Mai Thi came over, and Mrs. Baker, and some of the other teachers from Camillo Junior High,

and even Mr. Goldman, but Meryl Lee did not leave the house much that whole month.

Everything she saw was without Holling, and the howls echoed in her empty chest. She could

not go onto his block, she could not pass that Woolworth’s and its lunch counter where they

had had a Coke, she could not walk down Lee Avenue, and she could not could not could not

go near Camillo Junior High. She could not.Because if she did, then the Blank would change. It

would become a hole, a dizzying white hole, and she would fall into it, and she would be the

empty hole where the howling echoes rolled around, and she had already come close, very

close, to falling in.So in September, her parents made phone calls to St. Elene’s Preparatory

Academy for Girls. She would have a new start, her parents said. A whole new routine, her

parents said. She would meet so many new friends. She would become so Accomplished.

That’s what the headmistress had promised. Meryl Lee would become so Accomplished. And

she had never before lived so close to the sea. The Maine ocean would be beautiful, they

said.And Meryl Lee knew that Holling Hoodhood had never been to the coast of Maine. He had

never been there. And nothing familiar would be in Maine. Not Lee Avenue. Not Camillo Junior

High. Not Goldman’s Best Bakery. Not . . . anything. Maybe that was where she should go.Her

mother packed her clothes for her.Her father packed some books for her.They bought her St.

Elene’s regulation uniforms: six white shirts, three green and gold plaid skirts, two green and

gold sweaters, and two green blazers with the gold St. Elene’s cross insignia. They packed

them all carefully into her suitcase.Then on the day, they packed her into the car.On the ride up

to St. Elene’s Preparatory Academy, it rained all across New York. And the whole way through

Connecticut. And every mile of Massachusetts. New Hampshire and southern Maine were

nothing but gray drizzle.They stopped at a hotel in Brunswick overnight, and it poured.The next

morning, Meryl Lee leaned her head against the hotel window and stared at the blurred world

outside.None of them spoke.

Two1967–68No one on the peninsula knew how long Matt Coffin had been around. A year?

How old was he? Hard to tell. Thirteen, fourteen? He was that kid who lived down by the shore,

that kid who never went to school, that kid who skipped rocks into the waves at sunset, that kid

who was always by himself.That kid who never let anyone get near him.He did live by the

shore, in an old lobster shack left behind by Captain Cobb after he died. When folks saw

smoke meandering out of its stone chimney, they figured some grizzled tramp had moved in,

even though the place was falling down from rot and gravity. But fall came and went, and winter

came and went, and the old shack still stood, and Matt Coffin lived like a seal near the ocean:

he’d be standing by the water, and then he’d slip away and be gone.The town did try twice to

force Matt Coffin into Harpswell Junior High, but both times he quit after a few days, and

neither his teachers nor the principal were inclined to bring him back. So he spent his days



clamming, or fishing, or tending the rows of beans he planted in the spring behind Captain

Cobb’s shack, bush beans in rows straight enough and pole beans on posts sturdy enough that

folks said he’d do as a gardener if he put his mind to it.Things might have gone on this way for

a very long time, except one early spring evening, when the orange sun was low and the

shadows of the pines long, Mrs. Nora MacKnockater came down the steep ridge to the shore

beneath her house and settled her substantial rump on a smooth rock large enough to hold it.

She watched a flat stone skip in the trough between the low waves—the tide was heading out—

turned, and saw Matt Coffin brush back his hair, pull his arm to toss the next stone, see her,

and stop.“Five skips,” she said, “is a creditable throw.”Matt Coffin jerked out the T-shirt looped

around his belt and turned toward the pines.“Is that the best you can do?” said Mrs.

MacKnockater.He turned back to her, pulling the shirt over his head.“Five?” she said.His head

popped out. “Seventeen,” he said.Mrs. MacKnockater looked around her, rose, maneuvered

about the rock, stooped, and picked up a stone. She steered her large self down toward the

water as Matt Coffin stepped away—but he still watched.Mrs. MacKnockater pulled her arm

back and threw.She turned to Matt Coffin. “Eight,” she said.“Seven,” he said.“You miscounted,”

she said.“It doesn’t count when the last one goes into the wave.”“That is hardly charitable

arithmetic,” said Mrs. MacKnockater.Matt Coffin came down to the shore beside her, stooped,

and picked up two stones. He handed one to her. Until it got too dark to count, they threw

stones into the water and watched them skip over the outgoing tide, away into the lowering

dark orange.Mrs. MacKnockater was back at the next sunset.So was Matt Coffin.“Eleven,” he

said.“What happened to the rule about the last skip going into the wave?” she said.“I didn’t

count that one.”“You most certainly did,” said Mrs. MacKnockater, and she threw her

stone.“One,” Matt Coffin said, “counting the skip into the wave. How’s that for charitable

arithmetic?”“Do you like franks and beans?” said Mrs. MacKnockater.He looked at her. In the

low light, she couldn’t quite tell what he was thinking—and she was good at telling what people

were thinking.“Sometimes,” he said.“It would only take a moment to warm them up,” she

said.Matt Coffin threw his last stone into the trough.“Three,” she said.“Okay,” he said.It took

more than a moment to warm up the franks and beans, and to set out the brown bread with

raisins, and to lay a line of cinnamon over the applesauce, and to put out the dish of dill pickles,

and to pour the ice cold milk, and to light the two tall candles that threw their lovely glow up to

the ceiling beams.Matt Coffin ate everything on the table, stopping only once, then twice, to

look at the rows of bookshelves that lined the walls of the parlor beyond.“Are those reading

books?” he said.Mrs. MacKnockater nodded and moved the plate of brown bread closer to him.

She scooted the plate of butter beside it.“You read all those?”“Every one,” she said. “Do you

have a favorite writer?”He took another slice of brown bread, dipped it into the applesauce, and

ate it.It rained the next day, and Mrs. MacKnockater did not go down to the shore. But at

suppertime, when she could hear the waves at low tide, she stepped out onto the porch and

Matt Coffin was standing by the rhododendrons, one hand in his pocket, one hand holding a

half-full pillowcase over his shoulder, his hat drawn low and dripping.“Eighteen,” he

said.“Meatloaf,” she said, and he came inside.“You can leave your bag in the parlor,” she

said.He sat down, laid the pillowcase on the floor, and kicked it well underneath the sofa with

his heel. He could already smell the meatloaf.“We’re ready,” Mrs. MacKnockater called from the

kitchen.He picked out as many onions as he could, then ate almost the whole meatloaf by

himself, stopping only to spread tomato ketchup over it. Mrs. MacKnockater watched him the

whole time.Later, after two apple dumplings, he walked back into the parlor and looked at the

rows of books.Mrs. MacKnockater followed. She drew out Treasure Island and showed it to

him.“What’s it about?” he said.“A boy named Jim,” she said. “The sea. A search for buried



treasure. Pirates. Captain Flint and Black Dog and Billy Bones and Long John Silver.”He took

the book and flipped through it. “The pictures look pretty good,” he said. He handed the book

back to her.“You know, Matthew, I’ve always enjoyed reading aloud. I used to do it when I was a

teacher, but now I’ve no one to read to. Would you mind terribly if I read the opening chapter to

you?”Matt shrugged. “If you want to,” he said.Later, when Dr. Livesey had stared down the

Captain and Mrs. MacKnockater had finished the first chapter, Matt said, “Why do you talk so

funny?”“Funny?” said Mrs. MacKnockater.“Yeah, funny.”“I grew up in Edinburgh,” said Mrs.

MacKnockater. “A long, long way from here, across the wide ocean.”And Matt suddenly grew

quiet, very quiet, and he looked at her, then he looked out the window into the dark, and he

wondered if that would be far enough.On sunny days after that, Mrs. MacKnockater went down

to the shore and skipped stones with Matt. And when they both got hungry—that is, when Mrs.

MacKnockater got hungry, since Matt was always hungry—they climbed the shore ridge to her

home and ate supper, and afterward Mrs. MacKnockater read Treasure Island. On rainy days,

Matt just came to her house when it was suppertime.When he did not come, Mrs.

MacKnockater understood that he was out on the water. At dusk on those days, she stood on

her porch and held up her binoculars to watch the fishing boats and the lobster boats come in,

and Matt would be standing on the deck of one, waving at her, and she would be surprised at

the way her heart filled. Once she asked him about school.“I thought you weren’t a teacher

anymore,” he said.“No teacher ever really stops being a teacher. I’m the headmistress at St.

Elene’s Preparatory Academy for Girls.”“What does a headmistress do?”“I ensure that the

school is run properly.”“How do you do that?”“With guile. Matthew, you should be in school.”“I

tried that. Twice. I’m not going again.”“Whatever happened before, it is not inevitable that

—”“Are we going to read tonight?”“Matthew . . .”“Are we?”So they ate supper together that night

—slabs of white scrod with lots of tartar sauce—and then they read, and they read through the

heat of July, and through the firefly nights of August, and into the first cool days of September

when the maples looked as if they had tipped the edges of their leaves in pirate blood. They

finished Treasure Island a few nights before St. Elene’s Preparatory Academy for Girls would

open its doors to the new fall term, with the voice of Captain Flint squawking in the parlor:

“Pieces of eight! Pieces of eight!”Mrs. MacKnockater looked down at the book. “Mr. Stevenson

certainly knows how to tell an adventure,” she said.Matt was quiet, and then he said, “It’s like

Long John Silver is a jerk, but it’s also like he’s Jim’s father. Sort of.”Mrs. MacKnockater looked

at him. “I suppose that’s true, but Jim is certainly glad to be rid of him.”Matt reached over and

closed the book in her hands. “I guess,” he said. “But still, he hopes he’s okay at the

end.”“Perhaps,” Mrs. MacKnockater said quietly. Then, “Matthew, do you know where your

father is?”Something shattered in the room like old glass. Matt Coffin looked at her as if

betrayed. He stood up.“I don’t mean to pry, Matthew.”The screen door slapped behind him as

he left the house.“Matthew,” she called.He did not come the next evening. Mrs. MacKnockater

wrapped the meatloaf without onions in tinfoil and put it away in the refrigerator.Three days

later, when Mrs. MacKnockater went to preside over the opening ceremony of St. Elene’s

Preparatory Academy for Girls, the missing Matthew Coffin was all she could think about.
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J Van Dyke: teacher, “And Just Like That you are finished with a great read... Just Like That is

another great story from Gary Schmidt. He is a master of weaving literature, hard topics, love,

laughter and joy all into one story. I appreciate his respect for audience. He doesn't have to talk

down to them or fill the book with sordid tales. He deals with hard issues truthfully. I also enjoy

the role of adults in this book. Dr. MacKnockater is just so lovely. I'm also glad that this book is

told mostly through the eyes of a girl (although Matt's storyline is a good section of the book

too). I laughed as I read the scene of dissecting a worm while recalling my own lab work in

Science class. I cried when Merly Lee discovers her Accomplishment. As a teacher of 9th

graders, and someone who already teaches a Gary Schmidt novel, it is hard to find books like

this. Many books written for the YA audience are filled with the latest trendy things in our

world, but this is a book that deals with real life issues, both in a teen's world and an adults. It's

beautiful. Pick it up.”

BB, “Ultimately did not disappoint! Loved it!. I've been anticipating this novel for quite awhile,

but once I learned the premise, I was hesitant and avoided reading it right away. Finally, I

ordered it and decided to face my fears. I'm so glad I did! Yes, it was sad, but I thought the

story was great. I loved the characters. The storylines kept me hooked. Schmidt's writing is

gorgeous as ever. I cried happy tears at the end. I'm still sad about the premise, but it made a

great book!”

Linda A. Phillips, “I remember— so will you!. Heart and soul— this grandma loved reading this

story. Thank you, Gary D Schmidt, for sharing these wonderful characters with us— all friends

and fellow life travelers we know and have known through life.”

Kimberly M. Simon, “One of his best. I’m a fan of Gary Schmidt’s books, but I held out on

reading this one for a bit because it starts with a tragic end for one of Schmidt’s beloved

characters. I finally went ahead and ordered it and it has become one of my favorite books by

Schmidt. I enjoyed the storyline centered on Meryl Lee best of all, as she deals with multiple

losses throughout the course of the book. I later read it with my teen son and he enjoyed it too.”

ME, “Awesome. I have read Wednesday Wars and Okay for Now. Both were excellent. I didn’t

know there was a third book. I immediately started reading when I found it and read it all in

one day. Very well written. The beginning was a bit jarring but a well written book in a series.

Just as good as the first two and that doesn’t always happen 8n a series. I hope there are

more to come.”



Rachel Espinosa, “Another Good Story from Gary Schmidt. As a daughter of a Vietnam

helicopter pilot, I was immediately drawn into this book. There were some parts of this book

that I loved! There were other parts that I did not like so much. SPOILERS BELOW.What I

loved:• The way grief was dealt with. Grief is so hard to explain to middle school students. It is

nebulous and difficult. This book didn’t over explain or put a lot of “clinical” terms on grief. It let

grief roll over and through all the characters very organically. It allowed different types of grief

to connect and separate characters. It would not be a stretch to call grief a character in this

book.• The setting is so beautifully explained. You could see and feel every scene, building,

and storm.• The character and story line of Matt Coffin was beautiful. I was so drawn to his

story line and struggles. He shown in every scene.What I struggled with:• The story is set with

eighth graders. These children were roughly 12-14 years old. In my opinion, they were placed

in a lot of mature relationships with a lot of mature sexual issues. Early on in the story, one girl

asks another girl “is it true they wear nothing under their kilts?” There is a lot of kissing

between the two main characters, setting them up for a romantic relationship. The book ends

with these two children being left alone in a house while the guardians leave on vacation with

no supervision. I wish either the characters were in high school or these scenes were taken

out.• Meryl Lee had too many issues to tackle. Any one of them would make for a great story. I

wish the author would have focused on Meryl Lee’s ability to bring everyone together. It would

have made the story line tighter. But she brings people together, takes on social norms, fights

against the Vietnam War, deals with grief, saves Matt, and gets good grades all at the same

time. There was too much going on for one eighth grader.Bottom line, an adult, I enjoyed the

book and would recommend it to my friends and their high schoolers. As an elementary and

middle school librarian, I will not be putting this in my library due to the age inappropriate

relationships.I received this book as an Advanced Reader Copy. The opinions expressed in

this review are all mine.  #netgalley  #justlikethat”

Travis Hoopes, “It’s good. Love it it’s so goood can’t wait for another book of his. This one is

very heartwarming and heartbreaking. The end”

Sarah Van Ryn, “Ironic Twist. On pg.246. Just can’t put it down.”

The book by Gary D. Schmidt has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 138 people have provided feedback.
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